Electrophysiological study of four patients with Fisher syndrome: a mechanism of areflexia.
Electrophysiological studies were performed on four patients with the Fisher syndrome (two 4-year-old boys, a 5-year-old boy and a 9-year-old girl). Motor nerve conduction velocity (MNCV), nerve action potential, F wave, H reflex and T reflex were measured at the stage when areflexia was present but ataxia and ophthalmoplegia had recovered. MNCV and SNCV by compound mixed nerve potential were normal in all our patients. The amplitude of the muscle responses (M-responses) and compound mixed nerve action potentials were also within normal limits. The latencies of the F waves and F wave conduction velocities were normal. However, H-reflexes and T-reflexes were absent in all four cases. Our results suggested that areflexia in the Fisher syndrome is attributed to the desynchronization of the impulses or the partial conduction block of GIa fibers.